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The anticancer drugs screening program is a long and expensive process. It is estimated that only 5% of drugs entering clinical
trials are approved by the FDA. Moreover, many of the drugs that enter clinical trials are often of limited use in clinical practice,
and most cancers remain untreatable. Brain tumors are particularly difficult to treat due to the presence of the blood brain barrier
that limits the penetration of anticancer drugs. Additionally the isolation from most brain tumors of putative cancer stem cells
and novel models of cancer stem cell biology suggest that anticancer drugs should be delivered for prolonged time and at higher
concentrations to deplete any potential tumorigenic cell. In this paper, current concepts of cancer stem cell biology and novel
concepts of anticancer drugs screening are integrated to develop a seven-steps algorithm as a guideline for the preclinical evaluation
of active compounds for the treatment of brain tumors. The flexibility of the algorithm allows the inclusion of alternative studies
to exhaustively investigate anticancer drugs and creates multiple opportunities where decisions to engage or not in early clinical
trials can be made providing a useful tool for translational research in neurooncology.

1. Introduction

The treatment of primary and metastatic human brain tu-
mors (HBTs) faces important challenges due to the presence
of the blood brain barrier that limits the diffusion of anti-
cancer drugs [1]. For instance, while the serum concen-
trations of etoposide after a dose of 50 mg/m2 can reach
values >1 mg/L (∼1.7 µM) [2], the average cerebro spinal
fluid (CSF) concentrations after a dose 300 mg/m2 i.v. was
0.175 µM; (range, 0.066 to 2.12) [3]. As expected, etoposide
alone has been of limited use for brain tumors. The isolation
of cancer stem cells (CSCs) from a variety of primary brain
tumors including gliomas [4], oligodendrogliomas, men-
ingiomas [5, 6], and other tumors that frequently metastasize
into the brain further complicates this scenario. In particular,
novel models of cancer biology support the idea that CSCs
and non-CSCs can interconvert into each other [7–11].
Thus, to cure cancer all malignant cells should be eliminated
at once otherwise, any surviving cell that is potentially
tumorigenic will eventually regenerate the tumor, sometimes
after long disease-free intervals. From the clinical aspect,

brain tumor treatment will require the use of drugs or
drugs combinations that should reach the brain tumoral
tissue for extended periods of time at effective concentra-
tions to eliminate all cancer cells. With this in mind, our
lab developed several novel concepts that include (i) the
regrowth concentration zero (RC0): defined as the minimum
drug concentration that kills 100% of cancer cells preventing
regrowth when cells are re-incubated in drug free media
[12], (ii) the term pankiller: defined as drugs or drugs
combination that deplete cancer cells [13, 14], (iii) a novel
two phases treatment (2PT) that in vitro was shown to be
effective in eliminating all cancer cells. In this treatment
regime, cells are exposed to drugs for few weeks (first phase)
that eliminates most of the cancer cells leaving few surviving
cells that are eliminated by treatment with a second drug
(second phase). It has the advantage that the concentration
required for each phase is lower than the concentration
required for individual drugs to deplete all cells. For instance,
while 1–5 µM salinomycin alone for one week was unable
to eliminate 100% of previously untreated gliomas cells,
cells that survived 3-4 weeks continuous exposure to 10 mM
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hydroxyurea were eliminated with only 0.5 µM salinomycin
[15].

On the other hand, there is no anticancer drug program
that really fits the needs for the screening of active com-
pounds for HBTs and in practice, clinical trials are often
initiated with limited information that usually lead to a
failure. In average, the cost of each failure for oncology drugs
is estimated in the range of hundreds millions of dollars per
drug [16]. It is then imperative to develop strategies to
minimize the rate of such failures and identify drugs with
higher probability to succeed in clinical trials. In this article,
based in the above-mentioned current models of cancer stem
cell biology and novel concepts and strategies developed in
our laboratory, an integrated algorithm is proposed as a
general guideline for a more rational screening of anticancer
drugs for HBTs.

2. Drug Screening Algorithm for Brain Tumors

The proposed algorithm and its rationale for the screening
of new anticancer drugs for HBTs can be summarized as
follow (See Figure 1). The course to follow can be guided by a
simple “Yes” or “No” response based in the success or failure,
respectively, of the previous step.

Step 1. Initial Characterization of the IC50 for Specific Cancer.
In this step a variety of standard primary or commercial
cancer cell lines or tridimensional systems can be used. The
IC50 is a general endpoint to test the effect of drugs and
gives valuable information such as potency and potential
mechanism(s) of action. The IC50 can be determined by
a variety of high-throughput screening methods within 3-
4 days and allows the selection of potential active drugs
from large compound libraries. A failure (“NO”) at this
stage means that drug investigated is ineffective as anti-
cancer drug, and it is not worth pursuing additional steps
(no-GO1).

Step 2. Determination of the RC0 for Selected Compounds.
Since there is no high-throughput assay available for the
determination of the RC0 (that takes around 4 weeks), this
step is rate limiting but may select compounds with the
potential to eradicate all cancer cells at once. A failure
(“NO”) at this stage means that while the drug may have
shown some anticancer effect during Step 1, it will not
deplete all malignant cells as a single agent. Therefore, it
should be withdrawn from the screening process (no-GO2).
During Steps 1 and 2, the pharmacokinetic of the drugs
should be studied in parallel to measure the concentration
that actually reaches the brain tissue. If the RC0 concen-
tration (and necessary exposure time) can be achieved in
brain tissue by systemic delivery (“Yes”), one should proceed
with Step 3, otherwise proceed to Step 4 (option 1) or Step 5
(option 2, optional at this stage).

Step 3. Effectiveness of ADs on Animal Models Administered
by Systemic Delivery on a 1 Phase Treatment (1PT) Regime.
A success at this step will lead the process to the first (GO1)
decision and a failure to Step 5.

Step 4. Effectiveness of ADs on Animal Models Administered
by Interstitial Delivery on a 1 Phase Treatment (1PT) Regime.
Similar to Step 3 this study will determine the effect-
iveness in brain tumors and at the same time evaluate its
adverse effects. Several ways to deliver ADs locally (biode-
gradable polymers, miniosmotic pump, and nanoparticles)
can be evaluated at this stage. The local delivery of anti-
cancer drugs by biodegradable polymers has been used in
animal models [17] and in patients [18], but its uses not
widespread. Miniosmotic pumps [19] and nanoparticles [20]
are promising strategies for local delivery, but at present their
use is limited to experimental models and they have not been
translated into clinical use. A success (“Yes”) at this step will
lead the screening process to the second (GO2) decision and
a failure (“NO”) to Step 5.

Step 5. In Vitro Effectiveness of Drugs Administered in a Two
Phase Treatment (2PT) Regime. The aim of this type of
screening is to find a drug combination that can be used
sequentially (even at lower concentrations) to eradicate all
tumor cells in vitro. While the failure of this step will lead
to the third decision to stop the evaluation of that particular
compound (no-GO3), the success will open the possibility
to pursue systemic delivery in animal models (Step 6) or
interstitial in animal models (Step 7) depending on whether
the intracranial concentrations of both drugs can be achieved
by systemic delivery.

Step 6. Effectiveness of ADs on Animal Models Administered
by Systemic Delivery on a 2 Phase Treatment (2PT) Regime.
If successful it will lead to another opportunity to engage in
clinical trials (GO3). Its failure will lead to a fourth decision
to stop the screening (no-GO4).

Step 7. Effectiveness of ADs on Animal Models Administered
by Interstitial l Delivery on a 2 Phase Treatment (2PT) Regime.
If successful it will lead to the last opportunity to engage in
clinical trials (GO4). Its failure will lead to a fifth decision to
stop the screening (no-GO5).

3. Discussion

The term brain tumors refers to a variety of entities with
unique clinicopathological characteristics [21], and it is likely
that each type of brain tumor will require a specific treatment
modality. There is a plethora of model systems (cell lines
and animal models) for those tumors that chemotherapy
may play an important role and screening of new anticancer
drugs are being actively investigated. Only for gliomas, there
are several well-established cell lines commonly used in
neurooncology. Barth and Kaur [22], described in detail
eight rat brain tumor models (and their corresponding cell
lines). Mouse models of gliomas are also available [23].
Therefore, at this level, the available resources are multiple
for each specific brain tumor but there is no consensus in
which cell line is the best since in general cell cultures do
not represent the complex heterogeneity of human brain
tumors that is the main disadvantage of cancer cell lines
[24]. Despite this limitation, cell lines are very useful for
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Figure 1: Proposed algorithm for the screening of potential anticancer drugs against human brain tumors to decide whether to engage (GO)
or not (no-GO) into early (Phase I and II) clinical trials. The algorithm is composed of seven Steps 1–7 where decisions can be made. See
main text for details.

the initial characterization of potential anticancer com-
pounds for their low cost compared to other more complex
systems and the feasibility to perform high-throughput
screening. The selection of successful candidates (“winners”)
for early clinical trials is recognized as a crucial aspect of
the drug screening program [25]. As seen in the algorithm
depicted in Figure 1, all GO decisions are made after tests
in animal models. Similar to the situation found with cell
lines, there are many different animal models for each major
brain tumor types (e.g., gliomas [26, 27] and meningiomas
[28]) and therefore, a detailed description of these models is
beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, the choice of the animal
model and the endpoint parameter (e.g., overall survival
or tumor size) to evaluate the response of the treatment is
critical and should be chosen after careful considerations
depending on the type of brain tumor under investigation.
After a decision to enter a clinical trial (GO), its success is
difficult to predict since there is no optimal animal model
that faithfully resembles the human brain tumors [26, 28],
and therefore there is no guarantee that a cure in animal
models will be translated into a clinical success in human
patients. The choice of the endpoint in the animal model
should be those that monitor overall survival (or progression
free survival) for long time rather than measuring the tumor
size after a short period of treatment. The rationale for this

statement is that a simple reduction of tumor size means
that a fraction of tumoral cells is still viable, and those cells
even if they become senescent have the potential to escape
the senescence state and regrow [15]. The basic algorithm
(Figure 1) can be complemented with additional studies
that can provide valuable information and/or improve the
outcome of specific steps: (i) to improve the bioavailability,
the drugs can be administered concomitant with strategies
aimed to disrupt [29, 30], or bypass the BBB by targeted ther-
apy [31] or transnasal delivery [32], (ii) pharmacokinetics of
radiolabelled compounds by positron emission tomography
[33–35] can be useful to assess interspecies difference in
metabolism of anticancer drugs [34]. In a similar way phase
0 clinical trials can also give valuable information [36], and
they could be feasible to introduce as an additional step after
any GO decision and prior to the phase I clinical trial. It
is important to notice that these additional studies do not
change the structure of the algorithm. They may only favor
the YES or NO answer. For instance, if standard systemic
delivery (e.g., intravenously) is not enough to achieve the
RC0 concentration in the brain tissue, one should follow
the NO direction (after Steps 2 or 5). However, if the drugs
is administered by concomitant disruption of the BBB (or
any of the strategies mentioned above), it may be possible
to achieve the RC0 concentration and consequently follow
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the YES direction. This algorithm is intended to improve the
success rate of the transition between the preclinical stage
and early clinical trials (phase I and II) where toxicity and
antitumor activity are the main endpoints [36]. One should
be aware that many drugs fail late in development (often in
Phase III trials) due to unexpected issues related to safety,
efficacy, and confounded outcomes [37] that can be very
difficult to predict even after successful Phase II trials. On
the other hand, early and right decision to not engage into a
clinical trial (No-GO) will save time and resources that can be
used to give other compounds the chance to be evaluated as
anticancer drugs. Right no-GO decisions are also important
to prevent the wrong elimination of potential useful drugs
from the ADSP. The inclusion of the RC0 and the 2PT in the
core algorithm allows additional opportunities for a drug to
be exhaustively tested before being labeled as ineffective for
HBTs. Finally, future improvements on methodologies used
at each one of the seven steps would improve the chances for
a particular drug or drug combination to succeed in clinical
trials.

4. Conclusions

The proposed algorithm combines in a rational way results
from experimental studies of diverse nature (proliferation
assays, pharmacokinetics, response in animal models of BTs)
to create step-by-step guidelines for anticancer drug screen-
ing of potential active compounds against HBTs. In partic-
ular, the basic proposed algorithm is composed of 7 seven
potential points (steps) where drugs or drugs combinations
can be experimentally tested. The progression in the algo-
rithm is guided by” Yes” or “No” responses to previous results
that provide four opportunities where decisions can be made
to enter a clinical trial (GO1–GO4) or five opportunities
where the screening process should stop (no-GO1–no-GO5).
Its flexibility allows the inclusion of additional studies that
creates more opportunities to take GO or no-GO decisions
to enter clinical trials and can be a useful guideline for
the identification of active compounds and optimization of
therapeutic regimes for HBTs.
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